OFFICIAL SENSITIVE

Prevent Referral Form
Information will be kept secure and confidential and will only be disclosed to those parties who have a
legal and legitimate need to know.
Please note completed forms will be at OFFICIAL SENSITIVE Level.
Please complete the below details and email this form to:

prevent@cumbria.police.uk
Please complete all details to the best of your knowledge. Leave blank if unknown.
Your details:
Date of referral
Surname
Relationship to

Forenames

individual

Contact no.
Email
Professional role (if
applicable)
Address

Person or Place of Concern
Please include as much detail as possible.

IDEOLOGY CT/DE
(Please select one of
the boxes opposite)

**See below for guidance

Anti-Islamic
Loyalist

Anti- Semitic

Republican

Environmental

Islamist

Sikh

Tamil

XRW

Animal rights

Other (Please specify below)

on these options

Institution/Sector
(only app if place of
concern)
Surname

D.O.B

Forenames

Gender

Contact no.
email
Social Media
Username
Ethnicity

Nationality

Religion

Place of Birth

Address

OFFICIAL SENSITIVE

Kurdish

XLW

OFFICIAL SENSITIVE
English

Languages Spoken

spoken?

School or Educational
Establishment
Occupation
Occupation Address

Additional Info

Household composition

Name

D.O.B

Agencies Involved

Contact

Gender

Relationship

Telephone

Email

Notes:
In the next box you will be asked to complete the reason for referral to Channel. When doing
so please consider the following points and provide as much information as possible:


Is the person demonstrating or exhibiting violent extremist behaviour OR



Is there information to show the person is moving towards support for terrorism or has
an attraction to terrorism OR



Is the person vulnerable to radicalisation (when taken in context with the above
points)

Extremism:
Extremism is defined as the vocal or active opposition to our fundamental values, including
democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and the mutual respect and tolerance of different
faiths and beliefs. And the calls for the death of members of our armed forces
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Reason for referral/Actions taken

**IDEOLOGY
Below is a summary of the types of CT/DE extremism that we have been asked to populate by the
Home Office. They are by no means comprehensive however these are the groups which are most
widely known and found via an internet search should you wish to conduct your own research.
Environmentalism is defined within DE although most campaigners conduct activities by way of passive
resistance, but some have in the past led to violent and destructive activities.
CT= also known as International Counter terrorism
DE = Domestic Extremism
Anti- Islamic is characterised by or expressing opposition to or hostility/fear toward Islam or Islamic
People
Anti-Semitic is hostility to prejudice or discrimination against Jewish people
Islamist related can be defined as support for terrorist act by groups such as ISIS, Al-Qaeda , Lashkare-Taiba or other Islamic related terrorist group.
XRW is a wide band of groups incl Britains First, EDL and associated affiliates, Far right, White
supremacy, National Action, Pegida
Kurdish Peshmerga, PKK, TAK, YPG
XLW (extreme Left Wing also known as the Violent left) Mainly come under the umbrella of Antifa
although there are other groups such as United against fascism
Loyalist - Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF), Ulster Defence Association (UDA), Red Hand Commando
(RHC), Ulster Resistance, Loyalist Volunteer Force.
Republican Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA), Irish National Liberation Army (INLA), Continuity
Irish Republican Army (CIRA), Real Irish Republican Army (RIRA.
SIKH Babbar Khalsa International, International Sikh Youth Federation, Khalistan Commando Force to
name a few.
Tamil, Tamil Tigers
Animal Rights Stop Huntington Animal Cruelty (SHAC), Animal Liberation Front (ALF)
Environmental is not specifically extremist however groups can use violence as means to achieve their
objectives

Once complete please email to:
prevent@cumbria.police.uk
Please note completed forms will be at OFFICIAL SENSITIVE Level.
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